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honour of himself. Everything went off as it should have done :
at the conclusion of the show, the whole troop were called and
presented individually to the Prince, who contrived with the most
pleasing and friendly air to put some question, or make some re-
mark, to every one of them. Wilhelm, as author of the piece,
was particularly noticed, and had his tribute of applause liberally
paid him.
The prelude being fairly over, no one asked another word about
it; in a few days, it was as if it never had existed, except that
occasionally Jarno spoke of it to Wilhelm, judiciously praised it,
adding however: "It is pity you should play with hollow nuts,
for a stake of hollow nuts." This expression stuck in Wilhelm's
mind for several days; he knew not how to explain it, or what to
infer from it.
Meanwhile the company kept acting every night, as well as
their capacities permitted; each doing his utmost to attract the
attention of spectators. Undeserved applauses cheered them on:
in their old Castle they fully believed, that the great assemblage
was crowding thither solely on their account; that the multitude
of strangers was allured by their exhibitions ; that they were the
centre round which, and by means of which, the whole was mov-
ing and revolving.
Wilhelm alone discovered, to his sorrow, that directly the re-
verse was true. For although the Prince had waited out the first
exhibitions, sitting on his chair, with the greatest conscientious-
ness, yet by degrees he grew remiss in his attendance, and seized
every plausible occasion of withdrawing. And those very people
whom Wilhelm, in conversation, had found to be the best informed
and most sensible, with Jarno at their head, were wont to spend
but a few transitory moments in the hall of the theatre; sitting
for the rest of their time in the antechamber, gaming, or seeming
to employ themselves in business.
Amid all his persevering efforts, to want the wished and hoped-
for approbation grieved Wilhelm very deeply. In the choice of
plays, in transcribing the parts, in numerous rehearsals, and what-
ever farther could be done, he zealously cooperated with Melina,
who, being in secret conscious of his own insufficiency, at length
acknowledged and pursued these counsels. His own parts Wil-
helm diligently studied; and executed with vivacity and feeling,
and with all the propriety which the little training he had w
received would allow.	*
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